Monster Highway FAQ’s
1. If you roll a “Road” do you have to place a road tile?
No, you can choose to not place any road tiles. You can also discard a tile in your hand and draw a new
tile from the draw pile in exchange for any rolled “Road”.
2. What tiles can I play if I roll a “Road”
Any tile with a roadway on it (including “Road Closed”) , the Swap tile, and the Radioactive Roadway
3. Can my road be destroyed after I placed my Home Base tile?
No, once your Home Base Tile is placed your road cannot be destroyed. A tile can be swapped from this
roadway as long as the action does not make the path to Home Base incomplete.
4. Can I Swap a tile that has a car or the Monster on it.
YES!!! This is the best part of using a Swap tile.
5. Where can I move the Monster when rolling a Double Monster or drawing a Wild Card?
The Monster can be moved to any space on the board except the 4 Home Bases and the center Ground
Zero space.
6. When can I use the Re-Roll tile?
The Re-Roll tile can be used on your turn to re-roll both of the specialty dice or it can used out of turn to
force an opponent to re-roll both of the specialty dice.
7. If I roll Car-Car, can I drive into my Home Base for the win?
Yes, as long as the Home Base tile has been placed and the Monster is not blocking your path.
8.) What happens when I play a Monster Buster tile?
This tile can be considered a “nope” tile. The person playing the Monster Buster tiles stops the Monster
from moving and it remains at its original position. No damage is caused by the monster.

